
Welcome to Day Three!

God gets busy today! No longer
does water cover all the Earth. Instead God has made
land appear and has brought the water together to
form oceans. However God doesn’t stop there today!

Next up comes the creation of plants of all kinds, such
as trees, bright flowering plants, carnivorous plants,
mosses and lichens, plants that grow in the water and
more!

Plants are incredible! There are 350,000 plant species in
the world, and about 80,000 are edible for humans.
However plants don’t just provide us with food, but
protect our planet. Their roots hold the soil together to
prevent erosion, whilst also absorbing carbon dioxide
and release oxygen from their leaves, which humans
and other animals need to breathe.

They even help to keep the water in our world clean and
provide shade for us.

However humankind often doesn’t look after our plants,
and many have become extinct and are destroyed each
day.

So let’s celebrate today that our world is full of plants
and remember to look after and protect God’s amazing
creation.

9Then God commanded, “Let the
water below the sky come together in
one place, so that the land will appear”
— and it was done. 10He named the land
“Earth”, and the water which had come
together he named “Sea”. And God was
pleased with what he saw. 11Then he
commanded, “Let the earth produce all
kinds of plants, those that bear grain and
those that bear fruit” — and it was done.
12So the earth produced all kinds of
plants, and God was pleased with what
he saw. 13Evening passed and morning
came — that was the third day.

Good News Bible © American Bible Society 1992. Used
with permission
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“Let the earth produce
all kinds of plantsGenesis Chapter 1, verses 9 to 13

Day Three:

Listen:
We have some wonderful tunes about
plants on our YouTube & Spotify playlists.

Every Blade of Grass, Spring Harvest

Fruit of the Spirit, Bob Baxter

Nature Shines with Beauty, Resound
Worship
https://youtube.com/
playlist?list=PLyWuejC4eiGwka-
vdAjJF7pw2Bq3xPxO5

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/
0ZGD5tn10HmvWKbg79uAY7?si=PuVtHZXLT5Kk
R5AmASdmaQ

Watch:

Plants are amazing but
sometimes, perhaps because
they are all around us, we
take them for granted.

Did you know that new
plants are being are being
discovered all the time (like
the ‘Darth Vader Begonia’)

Today’s video link features
some amazing plants from
across the world.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uHvSMLtS6fU

Memory Verse:

See if you can memorise this
verse from today’s story.

Then he commanded, “Let
the earth produce all kinds of
plants, those that bear grain
and those that bear fruit” —
and it was done

Genesis 1 v11.
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https://apps.apple.com/us/app/british-tree-identification/id1112564089

Can you spot these
trees whilst out for

a walk?

Tree Spotting
Challenge Sheet

Ash Oak Beech HazelHorse
Chestnut

Sycamore

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.woodlandtrust&hl=en_GBDownload the Woodland Trust tree
identified app to help you in your
search. IOS

ANDROID

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.woodlandtrust&hl=en_GB


Play: Fruit Salad

What you need:

A few people to play with.

Places for them to sit

What to do:

Form a large ring and sit
down! Each player is
assigned one of the
following fruits: bananas, grapes, oranges, apples,
pears.

Someone sits in the middle of the circle and calls
out one of the fruits.

The person whose fruit was called has to stand up
and run around the circle back to their space. The
caller has to chase them (leaving the circle
through the gap they created) and tag them
before they get back. If they do, then the swap
roles.

Think about:

Did you know there are over 2,000 type of fruit in
the world? However, in the western part of the
world (which includes Europe) we only use about
10% of these.

God created lots of wonderful things for us to
enjoy, and if we use what he created wisely then
there is enough for everyone in the world.

Play: Plant the Seed

Lots of items to use as ‘seeds’ (bean bags / cushions / balls etc.)

Someone to play with.

Optional A bucket , bag or other container to place seeds into

What to do:

Place all of the items in the middle of the playing space. These are the seeds
that you need to plant.

If using a container, place it to the back of the playing area. (If not mark an
area where seeds will be delivered to.

Players stand on opposite sides of the playing space with the seeds in
between them.

Someone shouts ‘GO!’ and players rush to the middle and collect one seed
(no more). They then run back and place the seed in your container or area.
Race back to collect another.

Once they are all gone, count up who has the most.

Think about:

Plant seeds get dispersed in amazing ways. Some are eaten by animals
(which then are left elsewhere in their droppings), some blown by the wind
and other float.

Some plants even use explosive force to fling their seeds away and their seed
heads will ‘POP’ firing the seeds out to grow elsewhere.

Get Active!

These activities are wet weather friendly.



What you need:

A4 Paper, Something to draw with, Scissors, Sticky Tape, Long Pipe
Cleaner or straw (ideally green in colour).

If you don’t have a straw of pipe cleaner, simply roll a piece of A4
paper, along its width, around a pencil to create a long thin tube and
use tape across the join to secure it.

What to do:

1) Begin by drawing around you hand on the piece of paper.

2) Next, carefully, cut out the hand shape.

3) Using your pen or pencil, wrap each finger around it so that they
curl.

4) Using the palm of the hand print, form a cone by rolling the cut out
pattern from the left side to the right side. Ensure that the curled
fingers face outwards and that you roll it tighter at the bottom (near
the wrist) to create the cone shape.

5) Stick some tape across the join of the paper to hold it together.

6) Slide the pipe cleaner or straw through the hole in the base of the
flower and use tape to hold it in place.

Think about:

God didn’t just create plants to look nice but also to be helpful to us. A
number of lily species have health benefits, and certain species
contain elements that are used in medicine.

Some species of lilly even have edible bulbs and they are cultivated
for food in Asia, especially in China, Korea and Japan.

What you need:

Leafy celery stalks
Jars or drinking glasses filled with water
Food colouring
Scissors (optional)

What to do:

1) Fill the jars or glasses about halfway with water and
place them by sunlight.

2) Drop different colours of food colouring into each of the
glasses.

3) Cut or rip stalks of celery and place them in the cups of
coloured water.

4) Let the celery sit. Check every day to see how the
colours change!

Think about:

Plants absorb water through their roots using a process
called transpiration. The water travels up tubes in the
stems to all parts of the plants, and is used during
photosynthesis to make food for the plant

Activity: Origami Finger Lilly Science Experiment: Rainbow Celery

These activities are wet weather friendly.

Try: Planting Your Own Seeds

Why not try planting some seeds or bulbs of your own? You
could choose to grow flowers, fruit or vegetables.
Perhaps you could make an small planter with lots of
different types of flowers to enjoy looking at over the year.



Build It: Make a Woodland Den

Den building is a fantastic activity for all ages
and you can do it at any time of year.

Building a den is great fun for the whole family and a
wonderful way to spend time together surrounded by all the

nature that God created.

Why not check out our top tips for den building before you give it a go?

Top Tips

1) The most important thing is to ensure you look after nature, so don’t
break off any living branches, damage trees or pull up live plants.

2) When collecting materials, stay safe! Watch out for brambles and
hawthorn branches which may have sharp thorns and avoid bracken
which may have ticks in it.

Also collect leaves from areas away from where people with dogs may
have walked (you wouldn’t want to pick up an unpleasant present that
a doggie has left behind!)

3) If you use any items such as string or rope, remember to take
them home at the end of the day to avoid animals getting caught
up in them.

4) Before you head home, remember to
take your den down (the wood is home

for lots of woodland creatures). On
your next visit you can have fun

building it all over again, or make
one with a different design!

You will need:

long, straight branches and sticks / lots of thin, bendy
sticks / materials to cover your den, such as dried
leaves, twigs and grass

Teepee-style den

Find a tree with a fork in the branches that's low down.

Prop some long, straight sticks in the fork and fan
them out. Make sure that any branches are really
secure – you don't want them slipping.

Weave bendy sticks in and out of the upright sticks to
make the walls.

Cover your den with natural materials. You could use
mud to stick them on. Scatter a carpet of dried leaves
on the floor to make your den extra cosy.

Tent-shaped den

Find two forked trees that are close together and place
a long stick between them.

Prop a row of sticks against it on each
side so you end up with a tent shape.

Weave your bendy sticks in and out of
the upright and add your plant
materials.

Instructions adapted from Woodland Trusts
‘How to Build a Den’

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/10/how-to-build-a-den/

